Visits 11th and 22nd November
It was clear that the year was beginning to slow down and that
there may not be a great deal to see in the ‘Wildlife Area’ during
November. Earlier in the month, the Starling ’murmuration’
which I caught only briefly last month had apparently grown
quite large, with many hundreds of birds roosting in the reed
bed for a night or two. Although I made two more dusk visits
early in the month I missed out and didn’t manage to witness
the ‘spectacular’. Later I took advantage of what short spells of
sunshine there were, to see what I could find. I checked beneath
the small pieces of corrugated iron that I’d placed earlier in the
year, there were two cosy looking Vole nests made of grass, I
didn’t disturb them but they both looked fresh and I suspect
they were occupied.

November was turning out to be a very wet month, vegetation (mainly Bur reed) had died back and
collapsed into the beck, and parts of the footpath system were now too wet for comfort.

A confiding male Blackbird was
searching for food at the edge of
the orchard which decided me
to see how many birds I could
note on one visit.
There were a large number of late windfall apples beneath some of the trees and I was delighted to see a
Fieldfare taking advantage of the bonanza. I hope that these apples will be left so that when the weather
gets colder there will be food for any other visiting thrushes. The Wildlife Area benefits from the fact that
on three sides it is bordered by gardens where many householders put out food for birds. In addition to the
Blackbird and Fieldfare, I listed the following. Robin, Goldfinch, Chaffinch, Bullfinch (female), Great Tit,
Blue Tit , Coal Tit, House Sparrow and Starling. A Grey Wagtail was a nice surprise. ’Regulars’ included
Rook, Carrion Crow, Jackdaw, Wood Pigeon, Stock Dove, Collared Dove and a resident Moorhen on the
pond. Whist some of these sightings were of birds flying over and/or calling from adjacent trees and gardens, they all undoubtedly use and benefit from the Wildlife Area, contributing to its value as a refuge.
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In the absence of any obvious flying insects (with the exception of a wasp working the remnants of some Ivy
flowers) I found myself looking closely at some of the leaves that had fallen, or were still remaining on trees
and bushes. Bearing ‘spots and squiggles’ I realised that here was a whole new field of interest which I knew
virtually nothing about. The black spots on the Sycamore leaf are the fruiting bodies of a common fungus
(Rhitisma acerinum) or ‘Tar-spot’. This fungus is very sensitive to sulphur dioxide pollution and its presence is
therefore an indicator of good air quality. The ‘blisters’ on the Holly leaves are due to the larvae of a leafmining fly (probably Phytomyza ilicis). The adult fly inserts an egg into the leaf tissue which later hatches into
a larva which eats and tunnels within the leaf, eventually emerging as an adult. I read that Blue tits are a
known predator able to find and eat the larvae . The squiggly line on the bramble leaf is caused by another
leaf – mining insect, this time a moth, probably Stigmella aurella ,or a similar related species which is commonly distributed in the UK. (Thanks to Liz Stil, Cumbria Moth Recorder for her help and encouragement).
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There were still a few flowers surviving, the first three in the wet area at the edge of the pond, the
others in drier, better drained grassy places.
It will be interesting to see
how these two key areas, the
newly mown strip in the dry
grassland area, and the pond,
which this year suffered badly
from unwanted Duckweed
and Reed invasion, develop
next year.

